Contagion, Masturbation, and Same-Sex Sexuality among Antebellum American Girls

According to doctors in the antebellum United States, a debilitating plague was spreading among American youth. Writing in a Boston medical journal in 1843, one doctor noted with alarm that this plague was of a “highly contagious and virulent character.” A woman in his district had spread the plague to every uninfected girl she met. The disease: masturbation. Of the doctor’s thirty patients who suffered from the “solitary vice,” twenty-four were in the habit of practicing it together because the “gratification is heightened by the manipulation upon each other.”

This paper asks how medical concerns about the “contagion” of masturbation among antebellum youth contained social fears about same-sex sexuality. Early historiography on romantic friendships among nineteenth-century girls argued for the unimaginability of women’s same-sex sexuality. More recent scholarship has mined pornography, legal texts, fiction and poetry for evidence that these “invisible relations” were not quite so invisible after all. Medical texts represent an additional field in which sex between women was both made visible and made invisible simultaneously. Early-nineteenth century medical texts exposed the existence of sexual relations between girls and women, while medical language renamed these erotic relations as solitary and diseased. Medical anti-masturbatory texts, which expressed concerns about the fatal effects of girls’ digital stimulation of each other, laid the groundwork for late nineteenth-century attacks on the “morbid lesbian.”
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